
Cutting a rail track requires power, precision and speed. The K 1 PACE Rail delivers all this and more with the 
freedom of battery power by combining efficiency and a powerful motor with new advances in technology. 
The X-Halt™ brake function gives you greater operational safety and the excellent power-to-weight ratio 
provides optimal balance. The K 1 PACE RAIL is specially designed for work on railways, tram tracks and metro 
systems. It cuts fast and straight, the attachment mounts quickly to the rail and the double attachment 
mountings allow you to cut from any direction.

A BATTERY POWER CUTTER FOR RAIL 
CUTTING WITH ZERO EMISSIONS DURING USE  

HUSQVARNA K 1 PACE RAIL

ZERO CO2 EMISSIONS DURING USE

Enjoy the freedom of working with an 
electric machine.

PERFECT RIGHT-ANGLED CUTS

The RA 11 attachment fastens to the track
to ensure a perfect right-angled cut.

CUTTING FROM BOTH SIDES

The RA 11 attachmentis included as 
standard and allows cutting from both 
sides of the track.

SAFE OPERATION

The X-Halt™ blade brake function is  
capable of stopping the rotation of the 
blade in fractions of a second.

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

NAME WEIGHT CUTTING DEPTH DIMENSIONS BATTERY SYSTEM BATTERY OPTIONS

Husqvarna K  PACE RAIL , kg  mm  ×  mm  V PACE B380X, B750X
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RELATED PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES

B380X B750X C900X

970 49 41-01
B380X PACE is a high power battery with a 
capacity of 375 Wh. Fast charging with a C900X 
or C1800X PACE charger with active cooling of 
the battery. Equipped with built-in connectivity 
so you can easily monitor state of charge, 
runtime, location and receive wireless updates 
through FOTA (firmware over the air).

970 49 42-01
B750X PACE is a high power battery with a 
capacity of 750 Wh. Fast charging with a C900X 
or C1800X PACE charger with active cooling of 
the battery. Equipped with built-in connectivity 
so you can easily monitor state of charge, 
runtime, location and receive wireless updates 
through FOTA (firmware over the air).

970 49 50-05
C900X PACE is a high power battery charger 
with a capacity of 900 W suitable for B380X 
(45mins) and B750X (75mins)PACE batteries. 
Equipped with a fast charging mode and active 
cooling enables fast charging of batteries.

C1800X PACE Battery Transport Box

970 49 51-05
C1800X PACE is a high power battery charger 
with a capacity of 1800 W suitable for B380X 
(45mins) and B750X (45mins) PACE batteries. 
Equipped with a fast charging mode and active 
cooling enables fast charging of batteries.

531 21 54-02
Husqvarna PACE Battery Box is a wooden box 
suitable for transportation. The tailored insert 
fits two 94V PACE batteries and a charger. It is 
UN 3480 certified for transportation of lithium-
ion batteries.

Elite-Cut Abrasive Blade Vari-Cut Abrasive Blade

529 75 07-01
Highest grade abrasive disc, developed 
specifically for use with rail cutting. For high 
demanding professionals working intensely 
on specialist applications, looking for best 
performance in terms of maximum cutting 
speed and life/wear resistance.

504 00 08-03
Top-grade abrasive discs, developed 
specifically for use with handheld power cutters. 
A good choice for use on steel and other 
metals.


